Draft Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan and EIR/EIS Comments

Please hand in during the meeting or mail (address on back), email, or fax ([816] 654-4421) by January 9, 2016. Those submitting comments electronically should provide them by email in either Microsoft Word format or as a Portable Document Format (PDF) to dockel@energy.state.ca.us. When submitting comments or the Draft DRECP and EIR/EIS, please include the name and means of contact for a person who would be available for later consultation if necessary. Please note that public comments and information submitted will be available for public review at www.drecp.org. Before including your address, phone number, email address, or other personal identifying information in your comment, be aware that any information submitted as part of your comment will become part of the public record. Additionally, this information may become available via Google, Yahoo, and any other internet search engines. You may choose to withhold contact information, but the agencies will not be able to consult with you if clarification of your comment is needed. While you may request in your comment to withhold your personal identifying information from public review, agencies cannot guarantee the ability to do so.

Name: MARK BAGLEY
Organization (if any): NONE (AT THIS TIME) - COMMENTING AS AN INDIVIDUAL
Address: 
City, State, Zip: BISHOP, CA 93515
E-mail: m-bagley@verizon.net

Comments (Please print clearly and legibly)

WITH SUCH A SIGANTIC DOCUMENT THAT WILL "GUIDE" DEVELOPMENT FOR THE NEXT 25 YEARS, I REQUEST THAT THE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD BE EXTENDED FOR AN ADDITIONAL 60 DAYS.
Response to Comment Letter F4

Mark Bagley
2014

F4-1  Thank you for your comment. While it has not resulted in a change in the document, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has taken it into consideration. The Draft Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) and Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement (EIR/EIS) had a 5-month comment period (9/23/14 through 2/23/15), which included an extension.
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